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RESUM (màxim 50 línies) 
 
 

 
This project analyses the different composting techniques existing 

nowadays and proposes a variant. This variant is going to be proved in a 
prototype. Humidity and temperature will be the sensed and controlled 
variables. Depending on the value of these parameters, the prototype will 
actuate to adjust them to the user‟s guides. This project gives a guide of the 
optimal temperature and humidity values of the whole process, but the 
prototype has been designed to permit variations of the process, so this is not 
only a prototype for the values gives, but a prototype for new experiments and 
new values  

 
 
First of all, the state of art and the composting process will be analyzed. 

Composting is a biological natural process that transforms organic waste to 
natural fertilizer. This process can be improved to get better material in less 
time. This deals us to the most important part: the control of the material to 
maintain it in the most proper condition. 

 
 
This report is divided in several parts: first of all, an introduction to the 

composting process and the state of art; then, the prototype will be explained; 
then all the hardware used for this project will be described; then there is a 
special mention to the PIC software and the PC software the prototype uses. At 
last the results of the tests performed and the conclusions and future ways of 
developing are shown. 
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1. Introduction 

This project‟s objective is to build a scale prototype of an industrial composting 
plant. In order to achieve this objective, there has been build a prototype controlled by a 
microcontroller and a Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system (SCADA). 

Composting is the natural process that converts organic waste in fertilizer. Since 
composting is more and more important and it is a static investigating field, it will be 
investigated a new way to accelerate the composting process. 

After studying the process for industrial composting used nowadays, it was decided 
to build a prototype that allows irrigation, ventilation and dumping for all the compost. It is 
isolated from the outside, so the whole process is fully controlled. The irrigation controls 
the humidity of the compost, the ventilation controls the temperature, and the dumping 
homogenizes humidity and temperature as well as contributes oxygen to the compost not 
in touch with air.  

Since the most important part of the project is to design the control system, most of 
the mechanical aspects and calculus have not been taken in account. In future 
development they can be done in order to improve the design. 

Concerning the autonomy, the system can work regardless or connected to a 
personal computer (PC). When it‟s working regardless, the system is programmed to work 
alone and save all the data, in order to download it to the PC when it is connected to the 
system, so we can have a register of all events, temperatures and humidity values. When 
the PC is connected, the events, temperatures and humidity values are send automatically 
to the PC and saved in a Microsoft Office Excel sheet for future uses. This happens while 
the user is watching the events in real time at the PC screen. 

Concerning the automation, the system can work intelligently or configured by user. 
When it works intelligently, the system adapts itself to the level of maturation of the 
compost and changes its‟ parameters according to it. When system is configured by the 
user, the same user can decide the temperature and humidity the compost must be, as 
well as the phase it is. 

The SCADA permits so all the variables to be monitored, controlled and saved in a 
Microsoft Excel sheet. It allows controlling motor, the fan and the water pump manually. 

At last, there will be an analysis and conclusion part and ideas for future developing. 
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In summary, this is the main scheme of the project: the controller will sense 
temperature and humidity and will control them by the water pump, the motor and the fan. 

 

 

 

ECO-STATIC BOX

REACTOR

CONTROLLER

Temperature and humidity

sensing

Water pump (humidity)

Motor (dumping)

Fan (temperature)

Controller

board

Personal 

computer

 

Figure 1: System bloc diagram 
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This is the main block diagram of the controller board, the core of the project, with 
all its elements: 

 

 

MICROCONTROLLER
SENSOR

RTCEEPROM

ENGINE WATER 

PUMP
FAN

PC

LCD

I2C
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3

2
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Figure 2: Main electronics block diagram 

 Microcontroller: This is the “brain” of the circuit. It controls all devices 
connected and processes all the information 

 Sensor: This is the sensor for humidity and temperature. It is connected 
through a serial interface with the microcontroller 

 Personal computer: It is connected with the PIC through the RS-232 port. 
The PC software downloads all registers saved by the microcontroller and 
works as machine-human interface. 

 Motor: The motor dumps the material in the reactor, to homogenize, 
oxygenize and refresh it. 

 Water pump: This boosts water to sprinklers, which atomizes it to the reactor, 
so the compost wets. 

 Fan: The fan boosts fresh air in the eco-static box to decrease temperature 
and refresh the compost. 

 The RTC: The Real Time Clock works as clock and calendar, so the system 
always knows the time it is. This allows the microcontroller to store the data 
and the time it is measured. 

 The EEPROM: it is a memory to save the data provided by the sensor and 
the Real Time Clock 
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Objectives 
 
The objectives of this project are: 
 

 To build a real prototype of a composer, including all field of knowledge involved 
in it: building, electromechanics, electrics, metalworking and special painting. 

 To build its control system, starting from the whole design, the test circuits, final 
board design and building, as well as component assembling 

 To do a controlling program and a SCADA system to monitor it. Programming 
using C (applied to PIC technologies) and Labview. Both programming 
languages were studied during the career, but this is the moment to see if they 
were profitable.  

 Feel that I have not lost time studying the career. 
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2. Composting 
2.1. State of art 

Nowadays, waste in society must be processed and recycled to minimize its impact 
with the environment. Society is being more and more aware of it and governments are 
promoting laws that prioritize recycling before waste deposition.  Composting is one of the 
initiatives for it. 

Composting allows organic waste and arboreal waste to be recycled to obtain 
compost, a natural high-quality fertilizer. This fertilizer is used by town halls to fertilise 
gardens and parks in cities. But compost is not a really famous fertilizer. Peasants still 
doubt of the quality and nutrients of the compost. Governments are trying, in cooperation 
with peasants associations, to standardize quality of compost for agronomic applications. 

Nowadays, governments give facilities for the citizens to recycle, such as special 
containers for different types of waste. This is given in the following ciphers: 

 
Figure 3: Municipal waste Catalunya 2008 [1] 

 

Organic fractions is near a 7% of the municipal waste, if we add Clipping, which 
means another 3% of the waste, there is a 10% of waste that can be recycled by 
composting. It is known that it is necessary 25% of vegetal waste plus a 75% of organic 
waste to obtain high-quality compost. With this ciphers we can suppose that most of 
organic and clipping waste can be recycled by composting systems. 
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Nowadays there are nearly thirty composting plans in Catalunya: 

Name Town Scope 

AGROSCA, SL ALGUAIRE El Segrià 

ECOPARC 1 (BARCELONA) - PLANTA DE 
COMPOSTATGE BARCELONA E.M.S.H.T.R. 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE BOADELLA I LES 
ESCAULES 

BOADELLA I LES 
ESCAULES 

L'Alt 
Empordà 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE BOTARELL BOTARELL 
El Baix 
Camp 

PLANTA DE TRACTAMENT BIOLÒGIC DE 
BOTARELL BOTARELL 

El Baix 
Camp 

PLANTA DE TRACTAMENT BIOLÒGIC DE 
CABANES CABANES 

L'Alt 
Empordà 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE CASTELLDEFELS CASTELLDEFELS E.M.S.H.T.R. 

ECOPARC 4 (HOSTALETS DE PIEROLA) - PLANTA 
DE TRACTAMENT BIOLÒGIC 

ELS HOSTALETS 
DE PIEROLA L'Anoia 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE GRANOLLERS GRANOLLERS 
El Vallès 
Oriental 

PLANTA DE TRACTAMENT BIOLÒGIC DE 
GRANOLLERS GRANOLLERS 

El Vallès 
Oriental 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE JORBA JORBA L'Anoia 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE L'ESPLUGA DE 
FRANCOLÍ 

L'ESPLUGA DE 
FRANCOLÍ 

La Conca de 
Barberà 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE LA SEU D'URGELL 
LA SEU 
D'URGELL L'Alt Urgell 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE LLAGOSTERA LLAGOSTERA El Gironès 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE MALLA MALLA Osona 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE MANRESA MANRESA El Bages 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE MAS DE 
BARBERANS 

MAS DE 
BARBERANS El Montsià 

ECOPARC 2 (MONTCADA I REIXAC) - PLANTA DE 
COMPOSTATGE 

MONTCADA I 
REIXAC E.M.S.H.T.R. 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE MONTOLIU DE 
LLEIDA 

MONTOLIU DE 
LLEIDA El Segrià 

PLANTA DE TRACTAMENT BIOLÒGIC D'OLOT OLOT La Garrotxa 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE SANT CUGAT DEL 
VALLÈS 

SANT CUGAT 
DEL VALLÈS E.M.S.H.T.R. 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE SANT PERE DE 
RIBES 

SANT PERE DE 
RIBES El Garraf 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE SANTA COLOMA 
DE FARNERS 

SANTA COLOMA 
DE FARNERS La Selva 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE TÀRREGA TÀRREGA L'Urgell 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE TORRELLES DE 
LLOBREGAT 

TORRELLES DE 
LLOBREGAT E.M.S.H.T.R. 

PLANTA DE COMPOSTATGE DE TREMP TREMP 
El Pallars 
Jussà 

PLANTA DE TRACTAMENT BIOLÒGIC DE 
VACARISSES VACARISSES 

El Vallès 
Occidental 

Figure 4: Composting plants in Catalunya [2] 
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There has been an incredible evolution since beginning of the XXIst century of 
organic waste collection. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Organic waste collection evolution [3] 

 

This means there is a growing interest in recycling organic waste, product of the 
growing aware of environment. 

Because of the small amount of compost used in agronomy, it is not really rentable 
to produce. There is really so much waste and so less use, that the compost is produced 
but not used.  This is generating a problem, since the waste is accumulating in composting 
plants instead of doing it in landfills, so we are not solving the problem of waste. 
Governments promote the use of compost in agronomy, but the most important use of the 
compost is the one used in city and towns to fertilize gardens. 
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2.2. Basic composting process 

Composting is a controlled aerobic microbiological process (i.e. bacteria, fungi and 
actinomycetes) that decomposes organic waste. Given the appropriate level of nutrients, 
oxygen, moisture and particle size this process produces heat, water, carbon dioxide and if 
the process is effected properly, a stable (i.e. will not continue to breakdown rapidly) 
compost containing no pathogens nor viable weed seeds. 

During high rate composting (also referred to as active phase) microorganisms are 
decomposing the most accessible constituents of the compostable waste stream, so the 
process temperatures increase. Temperatures up to 70°C are not uncommon, although 
typically efforts are made to maintain temperatures above 55°C but below 60-65°C. These 
high temperatures kill human and plant pathogens in the incoming feedstock. Composting 
guidelines prescribe minimum temperature-time regimes (which vary depending on the 
composting technology) to facilitate the reduction of pathogens. The compost process will 
result in variable requirements for water addition. 

This is dependent on the starting moisture content of the organic waste, also known 
as source separated organics (SSO) or mixed wastes, intensity of the composting process 
(i.e. higher temperatures can result in greater evaporation of water and need to add water) 
and whether composting is occurring indoors or outdoors. 

After high rate composting the microorganisms are left with less accessible 
constituents of the waste stream to decompose. This results in a reduction of microbial 
populations and a simultaneous reduction, over time, of process temperatures. This is 
referred to as the curing process. This is an essential part of the composting process and 
important in terms of compost stability and maturity. The length of the curing process is a 
function of end-use. Compost that is used for lower end uses, such as reclamation or 
remediation, will require a much shorter curing period than composts that will be used for 
higher end uses such as home gardens. 

The main potential environmental nuisances that can be generated during the 
composting process are odour and, to a lesser extent, leachate. The generation of odour is 
largely a function of the management of the composting process and the feedstocks 
(materials) being composted. Some odours will be produced during the composting 
process. A key feature of some technologies is the ability to abate odours. Leachate can 
be controlled via collection. Leachate can in some cases be recirculated into the 
composting system or directed to a wastewater treatment plant for treatment. 

There are various methods of composting. From the perspective of residential 
organic waste there is backyard composting and centralized composting. 

Backyard composting involves diverting food scraps and yard trimmings into a 
composting container. Materials are added, mixed, and watered from time-to-time. A 
compost product will be produced that can be used in home gardens. Because backyard 
composting systems are typically small (i.e. < 1 m3) they often do not attain pathogen 
reducing temperatures. Also, depending on the degree of maintenance, it can take several 
months to years to produce compost in a backyard composter. 
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A centralized composting facility receives organic wastes from curbside collection or 
depot programs. It is able to handle high tonnages of wastes. The wastes are prepared for 
composting, composted with the end products prepared for market. The composting 
process can result in the reduction of mass by up to 50% and volume by 80%. 

Centralized composting is a manufacturing process. The end products produced will 
be a reflection of incoming feedstocks. It has been clearly and consistently demonstrated, 
given our existing regulatory regime that the composting of source separated organics 
(SSO) wastes leads to the development of better quality composts than those produced 
from mixed wastes. That being said the composting of mixed wastes may result in the 
production of an end-product that is more environmentally benign from a disposal 
perspective or that may be a suitable source of fuel for thermal treatment. 

Although the inputs and outputs are different both SSO and mixed waste 
composting share many common elements in terms of processing and technologies. 

Composting typically includes three major components: 

a) pre-processing; 
b) composting; and 
c) Post-processing. 

Their function is described briefly below. 

a) Pre-Processing 

Pre-processing involves turning SSO or mixed waste into a suitable, refined 
feedstock, ready for introduction to the composting process. Pre-processing operations 
can include the following activities: 

 debagging; 

 manual inspection; 

 manual and/or mechanical removal of recyclables and/or wastes; 

 particle size reduction; 

 screening; 

 Addition of amendments (e.g. bulking agents such as wood chips); and 
mixing. 

The extent of pre-processing is a function of the feedstock and the composting 
technology used. Incoming SSO waste typically requires less upfront removal of 
recyclables and/or wastes. 

In general mixed wastes will require more pre-processing than SSO. This can be 
both capital and labour intensive. 

The composting of SSO will typically also require the addition of some type of 
amendments. Incoming mixed waste typically requires more upfront removal of recyclables 
and/or wastes. Depending on the end goal the composting of mixed wastes may or may 
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not require the addition of amendments. It should be noted that one of the challenges in 
designing an organics diversion system is to decide whether the advantages of collection 
systems that result in a higher capture rate but produce a more-contaminated waste 
stream are worth the much higher pre-processing cost of removing those contaminants at 
the facility. 

b) Composting 

Once the pre-processing stage is complete, the waste is ready to be composted. 
There are many composting technologies and vendors available, all of which can work in a 
range of applications and scales. All systems are designed to accomplish the same thing: 
provide an environment that optimizes aerobic microbiological decomposition. The outputs 
will depend on the feedstock inputs and may include high quality compost or lower quality 
products. There are two main classes and four main types of centralized composting 
technologies. Since explaining all of them could be a Degree Final Project itself, there is 
an overview in Appendix A. 

The technique build in this project consists of a reactor build in an eco-static box. 
The eco-static box maintains a humidity and temperature range defined by user, so the 
SSO in the reactor stays stable, not-dependant of the temperature or humidity out of the 
box. The reactor, so, can dump to oxygen the SSO inside it. All of this will be explained in 
detail in section 3. 

c) Post-Processing 

Post-processing activities involves preparing the end-product from the composting 
operation for market. Post-processing activities may include: 

 drying; 

 manual and/or mechanical removal of recyclables and/or 
wastes; 

 screening; 

 blending; and 

 bagging. 

 

Post-processing requirements will depend on end-market requirements, and the 
degree to which contaminants are still present after pre-processing. Most post-processing 
operations include screening the compost to homogenize it and remove oversize 
materials. Given generally-stringent compost quality standards, it has been learned that it 
is more effective to try and remove most contaminants during the pre-processing stage 
rather than the post-processing stage if one wishes to produce saleable products. In 
general it is easier to produce saleable products emanating from SSO than mixed waste. 
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2.3. Composting process design 

After studying the basic composting process and the different techniques for 
composting that are used nowadays, it was decided to reinvent the tunnel technique (see 
Appendix E). The compost is enclosed in a reactor, which will dump in an eco-static box. 
The box is isolated from the outside, so external temperature and humidity will not interfere 
in our process. The box has an irrigation circuit, which will provide the necessary humidity 
to the compost into the reactor and a ventilation circuit, which will provide oxygen and will 
refresh compost whenever it is necessary. There is a motor that will dump the compost to 
homogenize it. 

The process is divided in three phases: [4] 

a) Phase 1: Decomposition. 

In this phase, materials start the decomposition process, temperature rises above 
60º and humidity falls to 20%. This is because bacteria and fungi start discomposing 
material. These microorganisms make temperature rise because of their activity and 
humidity fall because they consume the humidity in the material. This process last more or 
less 10 days. 

In this system, the humidity and temperature will be sensed. User can either leave 
the phase finish when the material reaches a determinate temperature (optimal 
temperature is 60º) or change it manually. 

b) Phase 2: composting 

In this phase, microorganisms are fully at work. The temperature can rise above 
70º. When the temperature is so high, microorganisms die, so it is really important the 
temperature not to rise too much. Humidity has a similar problem, since microorganisms 
consume the   humidity in the material, so it is necessary an irrigation control. The values 
designed for this phase are 60ºC for temperature and 80% humidity. The dumping will be 
done twice an hour. This process lasts more or less 21 days. 

In this system, user can define the maximum temperature and the minimum 
humidity the material must stay. The system itself will ventilate and irrigate to acote this 
orders. User can configure the system to finish this phase automatically, when 
temperature starts falling; or manually, like the phase before. 

c) Phase 3: Maturation 

In this phase, microorganisms have processed the most of the material, so their 
activity is lower and lower until it stops. In this phase temperature is not critical, although it 
is better to maintain it under 30ºC, with 20% of humidity. The dumping is not much active, 
since each dump will reactivate microorganisms and we want them to stay quiet. The 
dumping is done only to homogenize. This is the longest phase, and it lasts more or less 
30 days. 
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In this system, user can define the maximum temperature and the minimum 
humidity the material must stay. The system itself will ventilate and irrigate to acote this 
orders. Once this phase is reached, the way to finish it is to stop the machine, because it is 
supposed that the whole process is finished at the end of this phase. 

In summary, these are the temperature and humidity graphs to follow. 

 

 

Figure 6: Temperature and humidity evolution during composting process 
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2.4. Prototype building 

The building consists of two main parts: the eco-static box, which will keep the 
correct temperature and humidity, and the reactor, which will contain the material. 
Temperature and humidity are controlled by a sensor, connected to a controller board. 
This will analyse both variables and actuate to an irrigation circuit and ventilation circuit to 
take them to the correct values. There is a dumping circuit that will permit to oxygen and 
homogenize the material due to a motor, which will rotate the reactor. The box has a top 
made of an aluminium sheet and an iron frame. The top has two sheets of polyurethane in 
order to isolate it from the outside. 

 

Figure 7: Overview of the prototype 
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2.4.1. Reactor 

The reactor is the place where material will stay during the whole process. It is build 
of aluminium to dissipate heating. It has many small holes to permit water to irrigate the 
material and oxygen to let it breathe. This reactor measures 0, 4x0, 4x0, 8 meters and has 
a volume of 0.128 m3. It is shown in figure 8. This reactor is fully filled since less would be 
not efficient, since the final product of composting occupies the half of the initial volume of 
the material. 

 The axes are fixed to the reactor by 4 screws and an  iron soldering and they rotate 
thanks to bearings supported by the buttresses in the eco-static box.  

 

Figure 8: The reactor 
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2.4.2. Eco-static box 

The eco-static box is the isolated space where composting takes place. This box is 
the support for the motor and the ventilation and irrigation circuits. It is build of two walls of 
brick, with polyurethane foam within them. Its isolation was tested in summer: while the 
outside wall temperature was thirty degrees, the inside was fifteen. The top is made with 
an iron frame, supporting an aluminium sheet and with polystyrene glued in it.  To support 
the reactor, There are two buttresses. The box has a drain to a water deposit, from where 
the irrigation circuit will take water. The entire box is painted in rubber so the box itself 
does not absorb water.  

 

Figure 9: Eco-static box detail 
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2.4.3. Irrigation circuit 

Since the microorganisms consume water, an irrigation system is needed. 

So, the irrigation circuit is made with a pump, connected to the deposit and the 
inside of the box through rubber tubes and sprinklers, as seen in figure 10. The deposit 
has a filter, so the water is clean in order not to seal the pump. The compost generates a 
liquid, commonly known as leachate, which contains many nutrients. It is really interesting 
to recycle this liquid in order to enrich the compost and, of course, save water. 

 

Figure 10: The irrigation circuit 

 

Electronically, it works the following way: 

Microcontroller Relay Water pump

 

Figure 11: Irrigation circuit block diagram 

 

Water 
pump 

Sprinklers 

Leachate 
deposit 
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2.4.4. Dumping circuit 

Due to the need to oxygenate and to homogenize all the material in the reactor, a 
dumping circuit is needed. This way, the material gets dumped and mixed. The dumping 
circuit consists in a motor, connected to the box through a chain and chain rings, as seen 
in figure 12. 

 

 

Figure 12: The dumping circuit 

 

Electronically, it works the following way: 

Microcontroller Relay MotorPower relay

 

Figure 13: Dumping circuit block diagram 
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2.4.5. Ventilation circuit 

There are two reasons why a ventilation circuit is needed. On the one hand, it 
provides oxygen to the compost. On the other hand, fresh air contributes to cool the 
compost. 

The ventilation circuit consists of a fan and an air flow output put in specific places 
where they permit the maximum air fluctuation, so the reactor becomes cool, as seen in 
figure 14: 

 

 

 

Figure 14: Position of the fan and air flow 

 

The microcontroller activates the relay, so it lets the voltage connection to be done. 

The flow diagram is the following: 
 

Microcontroller Relay Fan

 
Figure 15: Ventilation circuit block diagram 

Cool air input 

Warm air output 
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2.4.6. General electric circuit 

First of all, there is a circuit breaker referred to ground for the whole system. This 
actuates as switch, too. Then there are two circuit breakers more: one for the electronics 
and another for the motor and the water pump. 

The motor is controlled by a control relay (placed in the board). This relay activates 
a 220V relay, which really manages the motor. This way there is no way at all to damage 
the main board if there is any problem with the motor or the current peak when it provokes 
when it turns on. 

The water pump is controlled by a control relay placed in the board. 

The fan is not connected to special circuit breakers since it works at +12Vcc. It is 
controlled by a control relay in the main board. 

All the electric and electronic devices are inside electrical boxes. There is one for 
the power relay and the circuit breakers; there is another for the motor‟s capacity and the 
board power supply and there is another for the main board and the programming board. 
All the boxes are fixed to the wall, in the shadow part of the box.  

 

Figure 16: Boxes position 
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3. Electronics 
 

3.1. Introduction to the circuit and core components. 

In this project, it was decided to measure humidity and temperature, so a sensor for 
these parameters is necessary. Then, those measures must be processed by a controller. 
So, a microcontroller is necessary. Then, something to turn on or off the motor, the fan and 
the water pump is required. The controlling device must be connected to the personal 
computer, so the microprocessor must be able to engage an USB or RS-232 
communication. Since the measures must be done every certain time and stored with time 
detail, a real time clock device is needed. At last, since the computer is not mandatory to 
be connected to the control board, a device to store the data, a display to see the machine 
status and a keyboard to change all parameters are necessary. It is needed, too, an easily 
way to program it. 

 

MICROCONTROLLER
SENSOR

RTCEEPROM

ENGINE WATER 

PUMP
FAN

PC

LCD

I2C

R
S

-2
3

2

KEYBOARD

 

Figure 17: Circuit design block diagram 

Thus, as previously written, a sensor for humidity and temperature, a 
microcontroller (with PC connection), devices to turn on or off other devices, a real time 
clock device and an external memory are necessary. 

 

3.1.1. Humidity and temperature sensor 

First of all, the sensor must be chosen. There are two types of sensors: 

 Analog sensors: These sensors give continuous values in time. They usually 
give this information through voltage, resistance or current values. They 
usually need signal conditioning to know the exact value of the measured 
parameter. 

 Digital sensors: These sensors give discrete values of the measure done. 
They can be easily connected to microcontrollers and do not need signal 
conditioning. 
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It was decided to put a digital sensor in this project in order to connect it easily to 
the microcontroller and minimize the number of devices in the circuit.  

After comparing many sensors in market, the SHT71 sensor was found and it was 
decided to include it in the project.  

The SHT71 is an integrated humidity and temperature sensor calibrated from 
factory and includes digital output. The communication is established via a synchronous 
serial bus using an own protocol. The device also has an internal heater that prevents 
condensation inside of the capsule when foggy conditions or when condensation. 

 

 

Figure 18: SHT71 [5] 

 

Some of the main features of SHT71 are:  

• Two sensors on encapsulation: relative humidity and temperature 
• Measuring range: 0-100% Relative Humidity 
• Relative humidity at Accuracy: ±3% 
• Measuring range: Temperature -40 ° to +124º 
• Accuracy temperature: ±0.5 ° C at 25 ° C 
• Output calibrated and digital interface (two lines) 
• Fast response: <4 seconds 
• Under consumption: (Typical 30 μW) 
• Low cost 
• Advanced Technology CMOSens ® for long-term stability. 
• Ease of use due to calibration and digital interface of two lines. 
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3.1.2. Commutation devices 

Then, the devices to turn on and off the actuators (motor, fan and water pump) needed 
to be decided. There was no discussion to use relays because of the high power of the 
motor and the water pump. The relays chosen are 230V 8A relays. They are activated by 
12V voltage input, so they cannot be directly connected to the microcontroller, since 
microcontrollers use 5V output. There is a little electronics required, using transistors.  

 

Figure 19: Relay 

 

3.1.3. RTC 
The real time clock (RTC) is the responsible of managing the time and date system. 
 
The RTC chosen is a model made by Philips, called PCF8583. It is connected to the 

PIC via bus I2C. This connection allows the PIC to read/configure date, time and 
interruptions.  

On the electronic field, the PCF8583 requires a 33.768 KHz crystal to achieve a 
clock frequency of 100Hz to work. 

The block diagram of the PCF8583 is shown below: 

 
Figure 20: PCF8385 block diagram[6] 
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3.1.4. External EEPROM 

Since the composter can work without PC connection, a device to store the 
measures is needed. For this purpose, an external EEPROM was chosen. 

The EEPROM technology was chosen because an EEPROM, or erasable 
programmable read only memory, is a type of memory chip that retains its data when its 
power supply is switched off. In other words, it is non-volatile. Another advantage is the 
price. While FLASH technology memories are expensive, EEPROM are really cheap. 

Another feature is the I2C connection. This device is included in the I2C bus, with 
the RTC, so it nearly needs no extra hardware. 

One of the most important things about choosing the capacity of the EEPROM was 
the balance between price and autonomy. Autonomy is defined here as the days the 
EEPROM will store data until it is full. For this project it was chosen a 512Kbits EEPROM, 
which gives the composter 66 days of autonomy (see section 4.1.1 for calculi). So, the 
physical memory available forces the user to download the information to the computer 
(which will store data in a file) every 66 days. This operation can be supplemented with a 
visual revision of the whole system. 

The manufacturer chosen was Microchip because of the high quality of its devices, 
its free sample policy and the facility of programming this memory, since the CCS compiler 
includes the official library to program and access Microchip memories. The name of the 
device chosen is 24LC512 and its block diagram is the following: 

 

Figure 21: 24LC512 block diagram[7] 
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3.1.5. LCD 

 There must be a visual display in order to control the system without needing to 

connect the PC. This display will be a Liquid Crystal Display (LCD) 4 rows x 16 characters. 

This display requires 7 pins to be controlled.  

 

Figure 22: LCD 

3.1.6. Power supply 
All electronic devices must be powered. There are 3 voltage regulators 

needed: 
 A 5Vcc voltage regulator for the chips and the LCD. Since there is some 

power consumption, the TL7805 is chosen. TL7805 has TO-220 package, 
so it permits power providing.  

 A 12Vcc voltage regulator for the relays and the fan. The TL7812 device 
was chosen to supply these devices because it‟s high power providing. 

 A 3.3Vcc voltage regulator for the sensor. Since it doesn‟t need much 
power, the MCP1702 device was chosen. It has TO-92 package, so it 
needs nearly no space and provides enough power. 

 

 
Figure 23: Voltage regulators packages [8], [9] 
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3.1.7. Keyboard 
 

The PC is not mandatory to be connected, but what about if the user decides to 
change the composting parameters without the PC? In this case, a keyboard to change 
those parameters must be put in the circuit. Furthermore, there must be taken in account 
that most buttons produce rebounds, so a Trigger-Smith device should be put between the 
button and the PIC. This device will avoid the rebounds and will provide the PIC a clear 
edge, as seen in figure 24. The Trigger-Smith device used in this project is the TL7414 
device. 

 

Figure 24: Trigger-Smith effect 

 

3.1.8. Microcontroller 
At the end, a revision of the needs of the microcontroller must be done to know 

which microcontroller will be chosen. 

 7 I/O pins for the LCD 

  I2C connection 

 RS-232 connection 

 2 I/O pins for SHT71 

 3 I/O pins for relays 

 5Vcc power. 

 In-Circuit Serial Programming (ICSP) 

 5 I/O interruption pins 
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But first of all, microcontroller must be defined: a microcontroller (also 
microcomputer, MCU or µC) is a small computer on a single integrated circuit consisting 
internally of a relatively simple CPU, clock, timers, I/O ports, and memory. 

In this Project, the microcontroller is the “brain”. It will guide all the process and will 
give the necessary orders to the auxiliary devices. 

The manufacturer of microcontrollers chosen was Microchip because the necessary 
hardware to program microcontrollers was at the university laboratories. Moreover, since 
Microchip follows a policy of Free Samples and the quality of their devices is proved, has 
succeeded in being the leader in production and, therefore, there is an amount of 
information on these microcontrollers. Microchip microcontrollers are usually called PIC. 
 

Based on the explained above, the PIC 18F458 was chosen to develop this project. 

 

Figure 25: PIC 18F458 [10] 

The main features of PIC 18F458 are: 

 High-operating frequency 

 32 Kbytes of internal program memory, 1536 Bytes of data memory and 256 
Bytes of EEPROM memory. 

 21 interrupt sources. 

 36 I/O ports. 

 MSSP, CAN and USART communications. 

 Parallel communication port (PSP). 

 2 analog comparators. 

 Programmable low-voltage detection. 

 In-Circuit Serial Programming. (ICSP) 
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PIC 18F458
SHT71

PCF838524LC256

ENGINE WATER 

PUMP
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KEYBOARD

 

Figure 26: PIC connections 

Using the features of the microcontroller, there was decided to build a multi-function 
board in order to not only fit this project, but fit other ones. The idea was to add input-
output connectors in order to expand the board and add a LED stripe and the keyboard. 
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3.2. Control board 
 

The objective of the control board is to measure the input parameters (temperature 
and humidity) and actuate in consequence through relays. 

The board has been designed as a generic controller: it has 4 relay outputs fixed in 
one of the ports. There are 6 LED and 5 keys in a connector, which can be bridged to 
another connector, connected to some of the ports of the PIC. It also has a programmation 
port, RS-232 port and an I2C output for future expansions. 

In this project, PIC input/output ports have been configured the following way: 

 A1 – SHT71 sensor – DATA 

 A2 – SHT71 sensor – CLOCK 

 C3 – I2C – RTC and EEPROM - CLOCK 

 C4 – I2C – RTC and EEPROM - DATA 

 C6 – RS232 – TX 

 C7 – RS232 - RX 

 D0 – LCD ENABLE 

 D1– LCD RS 

 D2– LCD RW 

 D4– LCD D4 

 D5– LCD D5 

 D6– LCD D6 

 D7– LCD D7 

 B0 – RTC – INTERRUPCIÓN PRO ALARMA 

 B1 – KEYBOARD – MENU KEY 

 B4 – KEYBOARD – CANCEL KEY 

 B5 – KEYBOARD – + KEY 

 B6 – KEYBOARD – ENTER KEY / PIC PROGRAMMING 

 B7 – PIC PROGRAMMING 
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Figure 27: PIC pinout connections 
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Figure 28: Main board block divisions 

Now, each of the block divisions will be explained in detail, as well as the electronic 
designs and modifications performed. Notice there are two main power symbols: Vcc and 
GND. Vcc is for the 5Vcc power, as well as GND means the whole ground of the circuit. 

3.2.1. Power supply 

The board is powered by 12Vcc power supply. Then there are two voltage regulators: a 
5Vcc regulator for the chips and pull-up levels and a 12Vcc regulator for the relays. 

+5Vcc Voltage Regulator

+12Vcc Voltage Regulator

Vcc

+12Vcc

Power supply

 

Figure 29: Voltage regulators scheme 
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3.2.2. I2C communication block 

The I2C bus has 4 lines: Vcc, Gnd, SCL (Serial Clock) and SDA (Serial Data). SCL 
and SDA are connected through pull-up resistors to Vcc. The 4 lines have a 4-pin strip 
connector to enlarge the I2C bus if necessary. The RTC has a battery, so the RTC does 
not get out of hour in case there is no power or reset. The battery is protected by a diode 
to avoid current overloads from the other parts of the circuit. The Vcc input has a diode, 
too, in order to protect the battery so it does not supply power to other devices in case of 
power failing. 

PIC 18F458

PCF8385

Vcc

GND

GND

C3 pin

C4 pin

24LC256

GND

Vcc

Expansion 

port

GND

Vcc

 

Figure 30: I
2
C devices scheme 
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3.2.3. Communication between the PIC and the PC 

PIC18F458 allows RS-232 interface, but since the output voltage level is TTL, it is 
needed a voltage converter to RS-232 voltage levels. The MAX 232 is an electronic device 
build specifically for this purpose. The MAX232 is a dual driver/receiver that includes a 
capacitive voltage generator to supply EIA-232 voltage levels from a single 5-V supply. 
The RS-232 module consists of a MAX232 device connected to the serial output of the 
microcontroller, and a DB-9 connector. 

PIC 18F458

C6 pin

C7 pin

MAX232
DB9 

connector

Vcc Vcc

PC

 

Figure 31: RS-232 devices scheme 

The programming (ICSP) input consists of 5-pin strip connector, so the 
programming board can be directly and easily connected and disconnected. 

PIC 18F458

C6 pin

C7 pin

Vcc

ICSP 

connector

MCLR pin

 

Figure 32: ICSP devices scheme 
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3.2.4. Sensing block 

The sensor input consists of a 4-pin strip connector. This connector is bridged to a 
+3.3Vcc voltage regulator and the sensor itself. The sensor is not directly connected to the 
board, so it is the simplest way to replace the sensor in case of malfunction. 

PIC 18F458

+3.3Vcc

Voltage 

regulator

Vcc

GND

A1 pin

A2 pin

GND

SHT71

 

Figure 33: Sensing devices scheme 
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3.2.5. Communication with user: The LCD display and the keyboard 

LCD visor is connected through a pin strip, so it can be put and taken. There is a 
switch to turn on and off the backlight and a potentiometer to graduate contrast. 

LCD

PIC 18F458

D
0

 p
in

D
2

 p
in

D
1

 p
in

D
6

 p
in

D
5

 p
in

D
4

 p
in

D
7

 p
in

Vcc

Vcc

Light switch

Contrast

regulator
Vcc

GND

 

Figure 34: LCD scheme 

 
 
 

The keyboard is connected to a 5-pin strip connector, instead of connected to the 
microcontroller. Also is the LED bunch. This way it is easier and more versatile to connect 
it to the Input/Output strip connector though cables. This big strip is connected to 
input/output pins of the microcontroller. To avoid false contacts and rebounds, the 
keyboard is connected to a 7414 device. 

 
 

PIC 18F458 TL7414B7 pin

B6 pin

B5 pin

B4 pin

B1 pin

Vcc Vcc Vcc Vcc Vcc

 
Figure 35: Keyboard devices scheme 
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3.2.6. Actuators 

The relay outputs are used to control the water pump, the fans and the motor by just 
a “0” or “1” in microcontroller pins. The high level in the PIC pin induces the transistor to 
saturation state, so it lets the voltage from the +12Vcc source to reach the relay. When this 
contact is done, the relay turns on. When there is a low level in the PIC, the transistor is in 
cut-off state, so it doesn‟t let the voltage to reach the relay and it turns off. 

PIC 18F458

Relay

+12Vcc

GND

Relay

+12Vcc

GND

Relay

+12Vcc

GND

Relay
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GND

E
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 p
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 p
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2

 p
in

E
1

 p
in

 

Figure 36: Relay operation devices scheme 
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3.3. System specifications 
 
Taking in account all the electronics involved in the board, these are its‟ final 

specifications.  As it can be seen, the project only uses some of the features of the whole 
board. 

 

Power supply 
Input voltage 12-18Vcc 

Output voltage 12Vcc 

Processor 

Operational Frequency  4 MHZ  (up to 40MHz) 

Program memory 32k / 
16384  

single word 
instructions 

Data memory 1536 bytes 

PIC data EEPROM 256 bytes 

External data EEPROM 512 Kbytes 

Timers 4   

 
 
 
I/O ports 

 

Push buttons 5   

LED indicators 6   

RELAY outputs 4   

RS232 1   

I2C 1   

 
 
 
Expansion Port 

 

Total I/O 23   

Analog input or digital I/O 5   

PWM output or digital I/O 1   

Interrupt associated I/O  6   

Digital I/O 11   

Figure 37: Board specifications 
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4. PIC software and PC software 
4.1. PIC software 

4.1.1. Introduction 
PIC software is the base for this project, because there are not only electronics 

needed, but something that make electronics know what they have to do.  In this case, the 
PIC software is the one that says what the PIC must do to control, while the PIC itself is 
just the instrument that performs the calculus and sends the correct signals. 

In this project, the PIC software is programmed in C language because it is low-
level programming, which allows a better control of all the functions involved in all the 
processes that take place while the program is running. This PIC software controls the 
whole electronics and, in consequence, the whole composting process.  

In the PIC software, there are different variables and combinations of them: 

 Time variable: it includes all the variables of time and date. These variables are 
controlled by the RTC. 

 Measured variables: these variables are the present temperature and humidity, and 
are the output of the sensor. 

 Rank values: these variables include the maximum temperatures and the minimum 
humidity values per phase. 

 Actuators stats: These are three binary variables that show the present status of the 
motor, the fan and the water pump. 

 Phase variable: This variable shows the present phase. 
 
When talking about memory and communications, there will be two variable 

combinations used. These variables will be used in subsequent chapters: 

 Memory register: This variable is the one that is stored in the EEPROM every 15 
minutes. It includes the time variables and the measured variables. 

 Transmission register: They are used in the communications when the old 
measures and the present status are requested. They include: time and measured 
variables (taken from the EEPROM), rank values, actuators stats and phase 
variable.  
 
PIC software is designed to work in the following modes: 
 

 Automatic mode: The system performs control functions programmed and stores 
the data in the external EEPROM. Furthermore, each reading process keeps the 
basic parameters (pointers, phase, maximum humidities and temperatures for every 
phase) in the internal EEPROM of the processor to return to appropriate state and 
prevent data loss in case of accidental power failure or random reboot. The phase, 
time, etc. is shown in real time through the LCD. 
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 Controlled mode: When the system is connected to the SCADA via RS232, it 
continues operating as an autonomous system with the exception that the SCADA 
may: 

 Apply to save the records stored in Excel format for further analysis 

 Request the current status for displaying it  

 Turn on / ff the fan, the water pump or the motor 
 

For greater efficiency of the code and the ability to perform various operations in a 
loop, every communication with RS232 is done through specific interrupt from the UART 
(INT_RDA) that will trigger a flag depending on the operation to be performed (turn on/off 
the actuators). 

 
Also, to enter the menu and change time and rank values, there is a pushbutton 

connected to pin B1. Once this button is pressed, it generates a specific interrupt (INT-
EXT1). Once inside the menu, any of the 3 buttons connected to B4, B5 and B6, generate 
another interruption (INT_RB). Each button controls the change of state of the pins B4a B7 
and is responsible for carrying out the functions ESC, add and ENTER (Similar to the laser 
printer menus). The system leaves the main loop while the menu is on. When the user 
leaves the menu, the system returns to main loop. 

 

To prevent the water pump and motor to work indefinitely in the event of accidental 
malfunction, activation of each is associated with one of the four timers with interrupt 
available to the microcontroller. In this case INT_TIMER0 and INT_TIMER1, ensure the 
operation for only 20 seconds in each pulse of activation. 

 
 

 

4.1.2. PIC software algorithm 
The main module of the program is an infinite loop which performs the following 

operations: 

  Every second, the LCD display refreshes the data with date, time, 
temperature and humidity just read from the RTC and the sensor. The 
presentation of them in the LCD looks like a digital clock. 

 Read the temperature and humidity every 60 seconds. 

 Every 15 minutes, store the present temperature and humidity in the external 
EEPROM and store the data in the PIC internal EEPROM to prevent data 
loss in case of power interruption Check if there is a flag set from RS232 
communication (see section 4.1.3) and acts accordingly. 

 Compare the values of temperature and humidity parameters with the 
maximum rates programmed and activate ventilation or irrigation if 
necessary. 

 Turn on the motor every 30 min for about 20 seconds. 

 . 
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To illustrate this algorithm, this is the flow diagram: 

LCD reloading

Second=

second+1
Refresh LCDyes

Engine 

management *

Initialization

Fan

management *

Water 

management *

Rank values 

management *

Data sending 

management *

Status sending 

management *

* see subfunction for more 

information

 

Figure 38: PIC software flow diagram 
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It is interesting to see which functions perform each block of the main loop. Some of 
these functions are accompanied by their respective programming codes in order to clarify 
its explanation and value. 

Time reading and sensor managing process 

Every second, the LCD must be updated to show the system time. Furthermore, the 
PIC reads the data from the sensor every minute. Every time, the rank and measured 
variables must be saved in the PIC internal EEPROM to avoid data loss in case of power 
failing. 

First, the PIC reads the time from the RTC and scans if this is in second 0. If it is, it 
reads the temperature and the humidity from the sensor and stores the time variables and 
the measured variables in the EEPROM to download them to the PC when it is connected. 
Then, it stores the rank values, the phase and the stack pointer of the EEPROM in its‟ 
internal EEPROM, so there is no data loose in case there is no power. This is illustrated in 
figure 39: 

 
 

Start process

Second=0
Read data from 

sensor
yes

Store variables in 

the internal PIC 

EPROM

End of process

no
Store time 

variables and 

measured 

variables in the  

EEPROM

 
Figure 39: Process block diagram 
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This function is performed by the following programming code: 

//ROUTINE FOR DATE, TIME, TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY REFRESHMENT 
void refresh_status (void){ 
 
   DISABLE_INTERRUPTS (INT_RDA); 
   PCF8583_read_datetime(&registro_rtc); 
   strcpy(dayofweek, weekday_names[registro_rtc.weekday]);  
   if (registro_rtc.seconds==0) sht_rd (temperature, humidity); 
   stack_register.year=registro_rtc.year; 
   stack_register.month=registro_rtc.month; 
   stack_register.day=registro_rtc.day; 
   stack_register.hour=registro_rtc.hours; 
   stack_register.minute=registro_rtc.minutes; 
   stack_register.second=registro_rtc.seconds; 
   stack_register.temperature=10*temperature; 
   stack_register.humidity=10*humidity; 
   ENABLE_INTERRUPTS (INT_RDA); 
   put_EEPROM(); 

 
} 
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Motor management 

Since it is important for the material to be dumped in order to homogenize and 
breathe, there must be an engine control. The motor is ruled by the hour. It turns on at 
minute 0 and minute 30 every hour from 10 AM to 10 PM. The motor can be turned on 
manually from the PC software.  

 
First, it scans if the motor flag is set (it means its work is forced by the user). If it is 

set, the PIC turns on or off the motor, depending on the previous motor state. If the engine 
flag is not set, the motor is programmed to turn on every 30 minutes. It is important to see 
that the timer 0 turns on, so the engine is not working more than 20 seconds per working 
period. This is illustrated in figure 40: 

 
 

Engine flag set

Engine aready 

running

yes

Stop engine

yes

Turn on engineno

Minute=0
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Minute=30

no

Activate timer 0

End of process

no

yes

Start process

 
Figure 40: Motor management flow diagram 
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This function is performed by the following programming code:  

   //MOTOR CONTROL ********************************************** 
   //FORCED BY SCADA 
   if (motor_request==1){ 
      if (motor_active==0) { 
         output_high(PIN_E0); 
         output_high(PIN_A3); 
         motor_active=1; 
         high_count_tmo0=high_start_tmo0; 
         enable_interrupts (INT_TIMER0);   
      } 
      else { 
         output_low(PIN_E0); 
         output_low(PIN_A3); 
         motor_active=0; 
         disable_interrupts (INT_TIMER0);   
      } 
      motor_request=0; 
   } 
   //BY TIME PROGRAMATION 
   if (((stack_register.minute==0)& (stack_register.second<5) | 
   (stack_register.minute==30)& (stack_register.second<5)) & 
   (stack_register.hour>7 & stack_register.hour<22)) { 
 
         output_high(PIN_E0); 
         output_high(PIN_A3); 
         motor_active=1; 
         high_count_tmo0=high_start_tmo0; 
         enable_interrupts (INT_TIMER0);   
   } 
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Fan management 

The fan oxygens and refreshes the material in the reactor. It turns on if temperature 
is too high, every 30 minutes (for 1 minute) or if the user turns it on manually from the PC 
software. 

First, it scans if the fan flag is set (it means its work is forced by the user). If it is set, 
the PIC turns on or off the fan, depending on the previous fan state. If the fan flag is not 
set, the fan turns on if the present temperature is higher than the maximum programmed. 
This is illustrated in figure 41: 
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Figure 41: Fan management flow diagram 
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This function is performed by the following programming code: 

 

   //FAN CONTROL ************************************** 
   //FORCED BY SCADA 
   if (fan_request==1){ 
         output_high(PIN_E2); 
         output_high(PIN_A5); 
         fan_active=1; 
         if (fan_forced==1) 
            fan_forced=0; 
         else  
            fan_forced=1; 
         fan_request=0; 
   }  
   //PROGRAMED 
   if (fan_forced==0 & fan_timed==0) { 
   if (stack_register.temperature>temp_max[phase-1] ){ 
         output_high(PIN_E2); 
         output_high(PIN_A5); 
         fan_active=1; 
   } 
   else { 
         output_low(PIN_E2); 
         output_low(PIN_A5); 
         fan_active=0; 
   }    
   } 
   //INDEPENDING OF PROGRAMING THE FAN IS ACTIVATED FOR  1 MIN. JUST   
   //AFTER WRITING DATA ON EXTERNAL EEPROM. THIS EJECTS THE EXCESS OF CO2  
   //AND POTENTIAL FLEA OF METANE 
   //START 
   if ((stack_register.minute==1)& (stack_register.second<1) | 
   (stack_register.minute==31)& (stack_register.second<1)) { 
         output_high(PIN_E2); 
         output_high(PIN_A5); 
         fan_active=1; 
         fan_timed=1; 
   } 
   //STOP 
   if (((stack_register.minute==2)& (stack_register.second<1) | 
   (stack_register.minute==32)& (stack_register.second<1)) & 
   fan_forced==0 ) { 
         output_low(PIN_E2); 
         output_low(PIN_A5); 
         fan_active=0; 
         fan_timed=0; 
   } 
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Water pump management 

The water pump wets the material to avoid the microorganisms to die of thirst. This 
turns on if there is not enough humidity in the air or if the user turns it on manually.  

First, it scans if the water pump flag is set (it means its work is forced by the user). If 
it is set, the PIC turns on or off the water pump, depending on the water pump previous 
state. If the water pump flag is not set, the water pump turns on if the present humidity is 
lower than the maximum programmed. Important to see that the timer 1 turns on, so the 
engine is not working more than 20 seconds per working period. This is illustrated in figure 
42: 
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Figure 42: Water pump management flow diagram 
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This function is performed by the following programming code: 

   //*****************************************************************                                           
   //IRRIGATION CONTROL*********************************************** 
   //FORCED BY SCADA 
   if (irrigation_request==1){ 
      if (irrigation_active==0) { 
         output_high(PIN_E1); 
         output_high(PIN_A6); 
         irrigation_active=1; 
         high_count_tmo1=high_start_tmo1; 
         enable_interrupts (INT_TIMER1);   
      } 
      else { 
         output_low(PIN_E1); 
         output_low(PIN_A6); 
         irrigation_active=0; 
         disable_interrupts (INT_TIMER1);   
      } 
      irrigation_request=0; 
   }   
   //HUMIDITY LACK 
   if (stack_register.humidity<hum_min[phase-1]){ 
         output_high(PIN_E1); 
         output_high(PIN_A6); 
         irrigation_active=1; 
         high_count_tmo1=high_start_tmo1; 
         enable_interrupts (INT_TIMER1); 
   } 
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Rank and phase values update management 

 
The user can change the rank values, as well as the phase value from the PC, so 

there must be a process which contemplates this possibility. 
This function scans if the rank values management flag is set; so if it is, it separates 

the data coming from the PC and stores it as the new rang values and the present phase 
of the system. This is illustrated in figure 43: 
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Figure 43: Rank and phase update management flow diagram 
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Time update management 

 
There can be different ways the user can need to change the date or the time 

values i.e. summer or winter hour change, to put clock the device when it turns on at the 
beginning of the process, so the program must take care of the time to program RTC with 
the new time.  

This function scans if the time management flag is set; so if it is, it separates the 
data coming from the PC and stores it as the new time values of the system, as seen in 
figure 44. The data received is codified. This code is explained in the communication 
between the SCADA and the control board section. 
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Figure 44: Time update management flow diagram 
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Transmission register sending management 

 
When the PC is connected to the system, the microcontroller sends the data to the 

PC for future analysis. This function scans if the send transmission register flag is set. If 
there are transmission registers available, it sends the transmission register and the stack 
counter decreases by 1. This happens until the stack is empty. When this happens, the 
PIC sends a “9999” string, telling the PC there are no transmission registers available, as 
seen in figure 45. The data sent is codified. This code is explained in the communication 
between the SCADA and the control board section. 
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Figure 45: Transmission register sending management flow diagram 
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This function is performed by the following programming code: 

//SEND STORED REGISTER IF EXIST, ELSE SEND '9999' 
   if (record_request==1) { 
      if (output_stack_pointer<input_stack_pointer){ 
         get_stack_register(&stack_register); 
         

printf("20%02u/%02u/%02u/%02u/%02u/%02u/%3Lu/%3Lu/%1u/%1u/%1u/%3Lu/%3Lu/%3Lu/%3L
u/%3Lu/%3Lu/%1u/%1u\n\r",stack_register.year, 

                                              stack_register.month, 
                                              stack_register.day, 
                                              stack_register.hour, 
                                              stack_register.minute, 
                                              stack_register.second, 
                                              stack_register.temperature 
                                              stack_register.humidity, 
                                              motor_active, 
                                              fan_active, 
                                              irrigation_active, 
                                              temp_max[0], 
                                              temp_max[1], 
                                              temp_max[2], 
                                              hum_min[0], 
                                              hum_min[1], 
                                              hum_min[2], 
                                              phase, 
                                              fan_forced); 
      } 
      else { 
         printf ("9999"); 
      } 
      record_request=0; 
   } 
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Status sending management 

 
When the PC is connected to the system, the first thing the PC asks to the 

microcontroller is its status to show it through the user interface. The status is asked again 
when the user turns on or off any of the controllers of the system.   

This function scans if the send status flag is set. If it is, it generates and sends the 
current values of all the variables, as seen in figure 46. The data sent is codified. This 
code is explained in the communication between the SCADA and the control board 
section. 
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Figure 46: Status sending management flow diagram 
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This function is performed by the following programming code:  

   //SEND STATUS 
   if (status_request==1) { 
      refresh_status(); 
      

printf("20%02u/%02u/%02u/%02u/%02u/%2u/%3Lu/%3Lu/%1u/%1u/%1u/%3Lu/%3Lu/%3Lu/%3Lu
/%3Lu/%3Lu/%1u/%1u\n\r",stack_register.year, 

                                              stack_register.month, 
                                              stack_register.day, 
                                              stack_register.hour, 
                                              stack_register.minute, 
                                              stack_register.second, 
                                              stack_register.temperature, 
                                              stack_register.humidity, 
                                              motor_active, 
                                              fan_active, 
                                              irrigation_active, 
                                              temp_max[0], 
                                              temp_max[1], 
                                              temp_max[2], 
                                              hum_min[0], 
                                              hum_min[1], 
                                              hum_min[2], 
                                              phase, 
                                              fan_forced); 
      status_request=0; 
   } 
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4.1.3. Communication between the SCADA and the control board 
 
Communication between the SCADA and the control board is done via RS232. RS-

232 is configured to work in the most basic mode. Due to the small amount of information 
through the communication, it is not necessary to use the software flow control (XON-
XOFF) nor hardware (DTE-DCE). 

The communication protocol is based in commands. Each command sets a flag in 
the PIC and this one actuates in consequence.  

 
In summary this is the flow diagram of the interruption: 
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Figure 47: RS-232 interruption block diagram 
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Since the communication tests revealed a minimum communication error rate, there 
has been designed an asynchronous communication protocol between systems, i.e. a 
transmission will NOT be accompanied by the receipt of an ACK (Acknowledge).  

The communication protocol is based in commands. These commands and their 
response, as well as the codification for the data sending, are designed specifically for this 
program.  

 The commands are: 

 
 
 
When sending or receiving the data, there is a code that must be respected for each 

of the commands, excepting @S@ and @T@ because the codification is the same. This 
code is the following  

 
When the PC sends the @B@ command, it prepares the values to be sent in tenth 

of degree, so each of the values are 3 character long, excepting the phase, which is only 1 
character long. The microcontroller divides the string sent from the PC in 3-character 
strings and converts them into numbers.  

 
When the PC sends the @C@ command, it prepares the time values to be sent in a 

determined length. These are 4 characters for the year, 2 characters for the month, 2 
characters for the day, 2 characters for the hour, 2 characters for the minute and 2 
characters for the second. The microcontroller divides the string received according to the 
described before and reprograms the RTC according to the values received. 

 
When the PC sends the @T@ or the @S@, the microcontroller prepares a string 

where it writes the system time, the measured values, the controllers‟ status, the ranks 
values and the phase it is. Every variable (year, month, day…) is separated by a “/” 
character, so the PC software scans the string and divides it when there is a “/” character. 
In the case of transmission register sending, it send the “9999” string when there is no 
transmission register available. 

COMMAND WAY FUNCTION DESCRIPTION SEND ANSWER 

@S@ 
CONTROL -> 
SCADA TRANSMISION REGISTERS REQUEST  

INFORMATION 
STRING 

@T@ 
CONTROL -> 
SCADA STATUS REQUEST  

INFORMATION 
STRING 

@F@ 
SCADA -> 
CONTROL FAN FORCED ACTIVATION   

@E@ 
SCADA -> 
CONTROL MOTOR ACTIVATION   

@W@ 
SCADA -> 
CONTROL WATER PUMP ACTIVATION   

@P@ 
SCADA -> 
CONTROL PHASE CHANGE   

@B@ 
SCADA -> 
CONTROL 

PHASE PARAMETERS 
PROGRAMMATION 

INFORMATION 
STRING  

@C@ 
SCADA -> 
CONTROL TIME AND DATE PROGRAMMATION 

INFORMATION 
STRING  

Figure 48: RS-232 communication commands 
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This function is performed by the following programming code:  

#INT_RDA 
   void interrupcion_serie() { 
 
   disable_interrupts (global); 
   if(kbhit()){ 
   gets(data_in_RS232); 
   if (data_in_RS232[0]!='@'& data_in_RS232[2]!='@') data_in_RS232[1]="X"; 
   switch (data_in_RS232[1]) { 
      case 'S' : //READ REQUESTED 
                 record_request=1;                  
                break; 
      case 'T' : //STATUS REQUESTED 
                 status_request=1;                  
                break; 
      case 'F' : //START-STOP FAN 
                fan_request=1; 
                break; 
      case 'E' : //START-STOP MOTOR 
                motor_request=1; 
                break; 
      case 'W' : //START-STOP IRRIGATION 
                irrigation_request=1; 
                break; 
      case 'B' : //REFRESH PHASE AND HIS PARAMETERS 
                phase_request=1; 
                break; 
      case 'C' : //SET TIME 
                date_request=1; 
                break; 
      case 'X': //INCORRECT BUID RECEIVED 
                break; 
      default : //IGNORED 
                break; 
  
   } 
   } 
   enable_interrupts (global); 
    

} 
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4.1.4. EEPROM operation and autonomy calculus. 
 The data register system for the EEPROM is based in a FIFO (First In - First Out) 

structure, controlled by two pointers: one pointing to the last register saved and another to 
the last register sent. When the last register sent is the same than the last register saved, 
the stack is empty and both pointers reset to 0 in order to start saving again. 

 
 

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

REGISTER N <- Last register saved 

…  

…  

REGISTER 5  

REGISTER 4  

REGISTER 3  

REGISTER 2  

REGISTER 1 <- Last register sent 

 

Figure 49: EEPROM stack diagram 

 
 
 
The EEPROM stores the data contained in a data register. This is: 

 stack_register.year   8 bit 

 stack_register.month  8 bit 

 stack_register.day   8 bit 

 stack_register.hour   8 bit 

 stack_register.minute  8 bit 

 stack_register.second  8 bit 

 stack_register.temperature 16 bit 

 stack_register.humidity  16 bit 
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The total amount of data is 80 bytes per register. The EEPROMs‟ physical memory 
is 512000kbytes, so calculating the quotient: 

 
 

512000𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠

80𝑏𝑦𝑡𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟 
= 6400𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠 

 
 
 
 
The result is 6400, so there is space enough to store 6400 registers in the 

EEPROM. The data is stored 4 times an hour, so the total amount of days of autonomy is:  
 

4 𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟 𝑥 24 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠

1 𝑑𝑎𝑦 =
96𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠

𝑑𝑎𝑦  

 
6400𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠

96𝑟𝑒𝑔𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑠
𝑑𝑎𝑦 

= 66𝑑𝑎𝑦𝑠 

So, the total autonomy of the EEPROM is 66 days.  
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4.1.5. Menu routine 

Routine to change the values used through the display and the keyboard. 

  
Since it is not mandatory to connect the PC to the system, there must be an 

interface and something for the user to change the time and rank values without PC 
connection. This operation is performed by a keyboard. Usually, the display shows the 
screen shown in figure 50, but it changes when entering the menu. 

 
C O M P O S T - C O N T R O L  

1 4 - 0 5 - 1 0  1 2 : 1 0   

T E M P :  2 8  P H A S E : 1 

H U M  :  5 0     2 3 4  

Figure 50: Display main screen 

 
Through the routine int_RB (PIC‟s own route for Port B interruption) keystrokes B4, 

B5, and B6 are detected and are used this way:  

 B4 - acts as the escape key, leaving the routine with a value of 99 so the 
routine leaves the same value as the beggining.  

 B5 - Increase the value in the LCD at the time. If the value exceeds the 
parameter 'maximum value' puts a 0 to start incrementing again, 

 B6 - acts as the enter key, validating the value shown in the LCD and leaving 
the routine. Then, it saves the value to the other places needed. 

 
 

To change the date and time values, or phase and parameters of the display through LCD, 
the system enters a routine specifically through the pushbutton connected to B1 
(interruption EXT1). The time changing screen is shown now and it looks like in figure 51: 
 

 
   

   C L O C K  T I M E    

                

 1 4 - 0 5 - 1 0  1 2 : 1 0  

                

         Figure 51: Time changing screen 

 
This function allows the change of values through change_screen_2d routine described at 
the end of the chapter. Key connected to B5 (+) pin can modify the value, incrementing it 
by 1. B6 (ENTER) pin key will validate the new data and will pass the cursor to the next 
item. The values are changed in the following order: year, month, day, hour and 
minute. By pressing the button connected to B4 pin (escape) will follow the reverse order 
invalidating the changes made to the current value.  
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When all the time values have been accepted, the LCD will show a screen to 
change the rank values and the present phase of the system. The parameters are 
changed following the same process than before. 

  
P R E S E N T  P H A S E : X  

P H A S E 1 - T : X X  H : X X 

P H A S E 2 - T : X X  H : X X 

P H A S E 3 - T : X X  H : X X 

     Figure 52: Rank values changing screen 

 
Change_screen_2d ROUTINE  

This routine allows the user to modify a value of 2 digits presented on the LCD 
screen. The parameters to be passed to the function are two: coordinates of the value to 
modify (from the LCD), and the maximum value that can take the variable (from 0 
to 98). This routine takes the value from the memory of the LCD, and blinks the two digits 
that can modified.  
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4.2. PC software 

4.2.1. Introduction and flow diagram 

 The PC software provides a remote interface for the system and gives the user the 
way to interact with the system as well as it and gets data from it. The program is made 
using Labview because it provides a powerful visual interface and is a really interesting 
and different way to program SCADA systems. 

The program works the following way:  

Communication port and 

saving port input

Initialize port

Trigger scan

Motor trigger
Water pump 

trigger
Fan trigger

Update 

machine 

trigger

Time between 

downloads 

expired

Send 

command 

@W@

Send 

command 

@S@

Send 

command 

@W@

Send 

command 

@F@

Rank values string 

generation

Send 

command 

@B@ + 

rank  string

Decode

Show data in 
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Save in document

End of 

program trigger

Fi de programa

yes

No trigger

Time string 
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@C@ + 

time  string

Data received

= 9999

yes

no

yes

no

no

Figure 53: PC software flow diagram 
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First, the program asks for the computer port, the sheet to save variables and the 
maximum temperatures and minimum humidities. When the user gets the order, the 
program starts, initializes the port and connects to the controller to ask its status. Then the 
program starts its main loop. When a button is pressed or the time counter expires, the 
loop generates a code, which is transmitted to a case loop. Depending on the code, the 
case loop actuates in consequence. 

4.2.2. PC requirements 
 

Windows version XP, Vista, Seven 

Processor Intel Core Duo or AMD AM2 

Disk space 200Mb 

RAM 2Gb 

Figure 54: PC requirements 

 

4.2.3. Program operation 
 

First, a file path and a communication port selector are seen. This is to select the 

Excel sheet to save data and the communication port selector, which allows the user to 

select the communication port used to connect to main board. Then the “Start Control” 

button must be pressed and the program configures itself and starts the main loop. 

The next steps are not visible for the user. First of all, the serial port is configured. 
Then, the program asks the main board for the actual state of the system. It consists of a 
“while” loop that asks for the status until the system gives it. In the second step, this 
answer is processed by the “decode” sub-function (sub-functions will be explained at the 
end of the chapter) and sent to the corresponding indicators. The third step consists of 
preparing the output file for the following data written, by putting the titles of the variables 
saved. 

 

The main loop starts at this moment.  This loop can be finished by different ways, 
called “triggers”. When one of those cases is done, the main loop stops and generates a 
string consisting of “1”s and “0”s. Each “1” and “0” in the string is the state of each trigger. 
This string is the input to the case loop that actuates in consequence of each trigger.  

 

 Motor button pressed: This sends the “@E@” command to the main board, 
in order to change the motor status. After the “@E@” command, the “@T@” 
command is sent so the interface updates to the present status. 

 Water pump button pressed: This sends the “@W@” command to the main 
board, in order to change the water pump status. After the “@W@” 
command, the “@T@” command is sent so the interface updates to the 
present status. 

 Fan button pressed: This sends the “@F@” command to the main board, in 
order to change the fan status. After the “@F@” command, the “@T@” 
command is sent so the interface updates to the present status. 
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 Update machine button pressed: This sends the “@B@” command to the 
main board, in update the time and date of the RTC. After the “@B@” 
command, the “@C@” command is sent so the maximum temperatures, the 
minimum humidities and the present phase are updated in the board. 

 Time to next download expired: When the time counter expires, the counter 
generates a signal. This signal stops the main loop and starts de registers 
download process. This process sends “@S@” command until the board 
answers sending the transmission register. Then, the “the “decode” sub-
function processes the transmission register and sends the results to the 
corresponding indicators. The download continues until the “9999” string is 
sent by the main board, indicating that there are no more transmission 
registers to download. During the download process the mouse is seen as 
occupied and the click is disabled. At the end of every transmission register 
processing, the temperature and humidity variables are compared to their 
permitted values, so de fill colour of the temperature and the humidity 
indicators changea ccording to the rank values introduced. 

 Stop button pressed: This button stops all loops and finishes the program. 
 

4.2.4. Sub-functions 
 
There are 3 subfunctions in the PC software. All of them are programmed to 

code/decode the data strings. Since the coding/decoding process has been described 
before, there is no need to enter in details of the sub-functions. 

 
a.  Decode function. 

This function scans the string received and divides it using the “/” character. Each of 
the divisions is a variable, so it stores them and gives them to the main program.  

 
b. Humidities and temperatures coding, 

This function converts the humidities and temperatures variables to 3-character 
strings in tenths of centigrade and concatenates them to send it to the machine. The figure 
48 shows this function, as well as it is used as a code example. 

 

c. Time stamp to string sub-function. 
 

This function converts the time stamp variables (used in the program to show the 
date and hour) to a string. To do it, the time stamp is divided in time and hour strings. 
Then, every value is separated and concatenated later in the correct order and format. 
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Figure 55: LabView programming example 
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4.2.5. User manual 
 
Now there will be a step-by-step explanation about how to use the “Composting 

Control” program to acquire the data from the compost machine or control it,  

First of all, the user must install the program,  

Then the serial cable must be connected, directly or through a Serial-to-USB 

converter. The machine must be turned on; if it is not, there will be an error in the program. 

The machine is turned on when all the circuit breakers are turned on.  

The user must execute the program. When it starts, the full interface is directly 

shown and there is a window asking for the pre-configuration values. These are the 

communication port and the file to save all data. The user must take care in this step, 

because the download and saving process depends on it. This is illustrated in the 

following: 

 

Figure 56: Pre-configuration window 

 

Figure 57: Pre-configuration fields and "Start Program" button 

 

When the “Start Program” button is pressed, the real program starts. First of all, the 

interface is updated with the present status of the machine. Now, the user can control the 

whole program. There are many parts in the interface.  

 In the central part, the maximum temperatures and the minimum humidities, 

as well as the present phase can be configured. When any of these variables 
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is changed, the “Machine Update” button must be pressed in order to update 

the machine to the new values. 

 On the right side of the configuration part there is a visual section, where the 

present temperature and the present humidity are displayed. If they are 

displayed in green and blue respectively, the values are correct referring to 

the present maximums and minimums defined.  

 On the bottom right side, there is a section for the motor, the fan and the 

water pump. The virtual LED shows its status, while the button turns it on or 

off.  

 On the bottom left side, there is the download section. There are three files: 

the “time between transmission register requests” field, where the user can 

define the time between machine contacts to download data in seconds. 

Then, there is a countdown until the next download period. The virtual LED 

turns on while downloading data, as well the cursor is seen as occupied and 

the click is disabled.  

 At last, there is a STOP button to stop the whole program. 

 

 

Figure 58: PC software interface 
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5. Tests 
In this chapter the results of the function test performed will be shown: 
 
 
There were 3 tests performed in order to prove that the system works: 
 

 First, a test with the fan always turned on and the water pump turned off was 
performed. The results were the following: 
 

 
Figure 59: Test 1 results 

 
 
The analyses say that the temperature is really close to the outside temperature. 

So, the measures are false. The compost temperature is much higher, so there is no real 
control. The humidity values fit the tendency of the normal compost. 
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 The second test performed was done with the controllers turned off, so there 
was no process control and no ventilation. The results were the following: 
 

 

Figure 60: Test 2 results 

 
 
The analyses say that the temperature grows up until 34 degrees. Then it starts 

falling. The humidity is stable, but starts rising when the temperature falls. So, this process 
stop can deal to the conclusion that the microorganisms died of lack of oxygen. With this 
ciphers, the ventilation circuit becomes really important, not only because its‟ cooling 
function, but its‟ oxygen contribution. 
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 The third test performed was done with the controllers turned on, so there 
was process control. Ventilation was added to the PIC firmware, so there 
was ventilation 4 times an hour. The idea of performing this test with forced 
ventilation comes from the second test, where the microorganisms died from 
lack of oxygen 
 

 The results were the following: 

 
 

Figure 61:Test 3 results 

 
 
There was no time enough to perform the full test, but the results are clearly nice: 

the temperature of the material is rising, while the humidity is falling. So, the compost is 
being produced and the tendency is the correct.  
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6. Conclusions and future ways of developing 
6.1. Conclusions 

 
 

After all project work, an analysis must be done.  

The first of all conclusions is that the project is a success. All hard work is done and the 

tests show that the electronics work the way they are designed and achieve the main 

objective of the project.  

Building the prototype made me think about the whole process of the design and test, 

so there is not only electronics and all fields involved must be taken in account.  

In this project many electronics and buses have been used, like the I2C bus, the digital 

sensor and the EEPROM. Working with have provided me new knowledge and many 

ideas for future projects. The SCADA game many problems to communicate with the 

system, but this gave me new ideas and improved my Labview knowledge. Also happened 

with CSS. 

Of course, now I have the feel that I have not lost my time studying the career. I have 

done this project and I am sure I could not do it without the knowledge and skills learned 

during the career.  

Writing the report in English, as well as the summary and the presentation improved 

my English skills and prepared me, not only for future projects, but future international 

projects. The idea was to innovate in the whole project, not only studying an important 

field not taken in account as necessary, but present it in order to open it to the 

maximum amount of people. English is more and more important, so I think it is 

necessary to start using it as much as anyone can. This is the example and it was hard 

to write it but I‟m really happy about it because it is a personal achievement, as well as 

it contributes to that global accessible knowledge.  

At last, the environmental advantages are clear: Recycle organic waste in record 

time. But the economic reliability is not so clear. In the Annexes there is the total cost 

of the prototype. It is not small, so there is no profitability. As many times, improvement 

don‟t suit with economy 
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6.2. Future ways of developing.  
Although there are many issues referred in the project, other ones can be taken in 

account: 

 Mechanical improvement: In this project, since the core was the electronic 

issues, mechanical calculi have not been done.  Those calculi can be done in 

order to improve the efficiency of the system, i.e. the dumping transmission. 

 Isolation improvement: the isolation can be improved, especially in the 

ventilation circuit, where a cover can be put. 

 Data transfer improvement: Other communication protocols, as wireless 

communication, can avoid wire connection, as well as increase range 

communication. Other improvements can be the data uploading to a server, so 

the data is accessible through web connection. 

 Sensing improvement: One of the most important issues of the project design 

was the position of the sensor to get the most real data possible. In this project it 

was decided to leave the sensor outside the reactor and improve humidity and 

temperature transfer from the reactor. The idea is to sense the temperature and 

the humidity inside the reactor, so a system to do it without human interaction 

and saving the sensor can be developed.  
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A. Acronym Glossary 
 

 CAD -> Computer-Assisted Design 

 CAN-> Controller Area Network 

 EEPROM ->Electronic Erasable Read-Only Memory 

 ICSP ->  In-Circui Serial Programming 

 LCD-> Liquid crystal Display  

 LED-> Light- Emitting Diode 

 MSSP-> Master Synchronous Serial Port 

 PC-> Personal Computer 

 PCB-> Printed Circuit Board 

 RS-232-> Recommended Standard 232 

 RTC-> Real-Time Clock 

 SCADA-> Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition 

 SSO -> Source-Separated Organics 

 TTL-> Transistor-Transistor Logic 

 USART -> Universal Synchronous-Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
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C.  Photo album. 
 
 

C.1. Building the reactor 
 
In this section there will be a visual description of the reactor and its building process. 

 
Photography 1: The reactor is build of 6 aluminum sheets, fixed by "L" profiles and rivets 
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Photography 2: The reactor is full of holes, covered by metal net in order to let air and humidity enter, but no to 

loose material 

 
Photography 3: The reactor once built and with its cover. 
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Photography 4: The iron tubes are soldered to the sheets. The sheets are fixed with screws 

 
 

Photography 5: The reactor axes is supported by bearings 
 and buttresses. 
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Photography 6: When the reactor is fixed to the chain ring, it is done the following way: with screwdriver 
mechanism and hasps 
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C.2. Building the prototype.  
In this section, there will be a visual description of the prototype building process. 

 
Photography 7: Preparing the terrain 

 

 
Photography 8: This is the base where the prototype will stay 
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Photography 9: The ground warms up really fast in summer, so it is important to provide a nice isolation from 

the ground using polyurethane foam 

 

 
Photography 10: The result of the foam and the base building 
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Photography 11: The isolated bas covered by cement 

 

 
Photography 12: The box starts rising 
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Photography 13: The box continues growing. It is easy to appreciate the double wall separated by foam. This 

provides much isolation. 

 
Photography 14: The box is high enough to lodge the reactor. 
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Photography 15:  The box is fully covered on cement. The ventilation holes have been done, too 

 

 
Photography 16: The fund is the ideal way to leave the water and the drain is put. 
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Photography 17: The butresses and the axis suports must be build 

 
Photography 18: The iron frame must be soldered to build the top 
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Photography 19: The inside is painted in rubber paint 

 

 
Photography 20: The water deposit must be build now, as well as the transmission input 
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Photography 21: The water deposit is covered by cement. 

 
Photography 22: The irrigation circuit should be put now 
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Photography 23: The water pump is mounted and tested 

 
Photography 24: The irrigation circuit works perfectly 
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Photography 25: The chain and the chain rings are installed, as well as the motor. 

 
Photography 26: The motor 
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Photography 27: The transmission 

 
Photography 28: The fan is put in its place 
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Photography 29: The fan is covered to avoid insects and animals to enter in the box 
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C.3. Electronics 
This is where the electric and electronic devices place will be described. 
 

 

 
Photography 30: The sensor is placed strategically to avoid direct water and sense the most real data possible. 

 
Photography 31: The sensor board is covered by a special plastic bag for electronic devices. 
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Photography 32: The main board 
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C.4. Final results 
 
After much work, these are different photos of the finished prototype and its 

function.  
 
 

 
 

Photography 33: Frontal view of the prototype 
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Photograpy 34: Overview of the prototype 

 

 
Photography 3534: Overview of the prototype (open) 
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Photography 36: Overview of the prototype (closed) 

 

 
Photography 35: Working with the PC 
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D. Board design 
D.1. Schematics 

D.1.1. Main module 
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D.1.2. Keyboard module 
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D.1.3. Relays module 
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D.2. PCB 

D.2.1. Bottom layer design 
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D.2.2. Top layer design 
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D.2.3. Component position design 
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E. Composting technologies. 

 
Some of the information provided in this description of technologies is drawn directly 

from the 2004 FCM Publication, “Review of Waste Technologies, Solid Waste as a 
Resource” (FCM 2004). Where appropriate, the text from the FCM Publication has been 
edited and updated to provide the most current information. 

  
E.1. Non-Reactor Composting Technologies 

 
These are technologies where composting takes place in the open or outdoors. 
 
Non-reactor systems tend to utilize public-domain technology, albeit sometimes with 

the aid of specialized equipment provided by various vendors. 
 
Although not unheard of, mixed wastes are typically not composted in non-reactor 

composting technologies during primary composting. Non-reactor systems are used for 
secondary composting. 

 

E.1.1. Windrow 
 
Outdoor, turned-windrow composting is by far the most widely-used system for 

centralized composting in North America. Windrow composting can deal with a wide 
variety of organic wastes at almost any operating scale. Windrow composting has been 
successfully operated in the range of 5 tonnes/day to 100 tonnes/day (1,000 tonnes/year 
to 25,000 tonnes/year); while large mechanized windrow operations may go up to 100,000 
tonnes/year. 

 
In a residential context windrow composting sites are typically used to process leaf 

and yard wastes. They can also be used to process materials collected by source 
separated organics (SSO) programs, although this practice is less common and requires 
an experienced operator to avoid potential odour problems. 

 
The term windrow refers to a pile of material that is characterized by a generally-

triangular cross section and a length that may vary significantly depending on available 
space. Commonly, windrows are between two and four metres in height and three to six 
metres in width. Windrow composting generally takes place outdoors on a paved (e.g. 
concrete, asphalt) or unpaved surface such as a compacted clay pad. 

 
Windrows are moved or „turned‟, usually by some type of mobile heavy equipment 

such as a pay loader or specialized windrow turner. This is done to aerate the material, to 
reduce particle size, to blend it, and often to gradually move it through a processing area. 
The frequency of turning may range from several times daily to once a month, depending 
on a wide range of factors (such as type of organic material). Most regulatory regimes 
require that the material be fully turned at least five times during the process, but much 
higher numbers of turns are not uncommon. 
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Equipment capacities and sizes must be co-ordinated with feedstock volume and 

the range of pile dimensions. Regular turning of the material can result in a finished, stable 
(fully degraded) product in about 3 months, though some facilities choose to take much 
longer, and save operating costs as a result. 

 
A finished product can typically be produced in 3-12 months. 
 
If windrows are constructed indoors then it becomes an enclosed windrow system. 

Additional aeration (i.e. mechanical) may be provided at these types of facilities. Off-gases 
generated as a result of the composting process may be collected and treated using a 
biofilter (i.e. a variety of porous organic materials including a formulation of all or some of 
the following: wood chips, peat, and compost). 

 
Process monitoring tends to focus on the collection of temperature data. In some 

cases oxygen and other process data is collected. Depending on the facility size process 
monitoring takes place daily to weekly. Often simple and rugged hand-held instruments 
are used. 

 
A properly managed turned windrow composting facility does not produce a greater 

odour impact than more capital-intensive, enclosed facilities. The solution to odour 
problems is to ensure that experienced facility design and management expertise are 
used, and that on-site staff are well trained in the biochemistry of composting and trouble-
shooting solutions when problems arise. When properly managed, these systems work 
very well 

 
Placing piles out-of-doors exposes them to precipitation, which results in runoff 

management requirements. Any runoff created must be collected and possibly treated. 
Leachate can be added to windrows to increase its moisture content. To avoid problems 
with runoff, piles can be placed under a roof, although this adds to the capital costs of the 
facility, and can make it more difficult to move material around the facility. 

 
Given their low demand for capital equipment, and low operating costs, windrow 

systems are widely recognized as the lowest-cost composting approach available. 
Windrow composting has rather large land requirements if more than modest quantities of 
organic materials are processed. Windrow composting is a non-proprietary technology 
which is most viable in rural sites or areas with large buffer zones. 

 
The greatest advantage of turned-windrow composting is its flexibility. Many 

facilities are able to dramatically vary windrow size, turning frequency and how space at 
the site is used, to accommodate wide fluctuations in incoming waste tonnages and 
composition. A related characteristic is that wastes can be added part-way through the 
process when needed. For instance, if an unusual surge of one type of waste arrives at a 
windrow composting facility, the excess can be added to existing windrows already in 
process while the balance of the new material can be used to form new windrows. Food 
wastes, for instance, are commonly added to a windrow more than once as it is 
constructed. 
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E.1.2. Aerated Static-Pile 
 
Aerated static-pile composting appears in many ways to be similar to windrow 

composting. The only important difference is that by definition, the windrows or piles are 
not turned, but remain stationary for most of the composting process. Instead of aerating 
the piles by physically turning them, fresh air is either allowed to passively migrate into the 
pile, or is forced in (or out) with fans. For both systems, windrows are built on pads or 
platforms. Routinely, the piles are monitored for temperature and oxygen. 

 
In an actively-aerated system, a fan (or air supply blower) either forces air into the 

pile or draws air out of it. The air is circulated through the pile through a diffuser (a pipe 
with holes to allow distribution of air). The fans are controlled by a timer or a temperature 
feedback system similar to a home thermostat. Air circulation in the compost piles provides 
the needed oxygen for the composting microbes and also prevents excessive heat build-
up in the pile. Removing excess heat and water vapour cools the pile to maintain optimum 
temperatures for microbial activity. A controlled air supply enables construction of large 
piles, which decreases the need for land as compost stays in one place and does not need 
to be moved around the site. Odours from the exhaust air can be substantial. Biofilters are 
generally used to remove odours. 

 
When the composting process is nearly complete, the piles are broken up for the 

first time since their construction. The compost is then taken through a series of post-
processing steps, possibly including turned-windrow composting for further stabilization of 
the product. Aerated static pile composting systems have been used successfully for SSO, 
leaf and yard waste, biosolids, and industrial composting. 

 
Advantages of aerated static-pile composting compared to turned-windrow 

composting include the management of odorous materials in an undisturbed mass, until 
such time as they have stabilized. This is one reason that it has been popular in the 
processing of sewage biosolids (in the US, but not so common in Canada). The 
infrastructure necessary to provide for forced aeration requires higher capital costs 
although staffing needs are lower as the compost piles do not need turning. 

 
Unlike turned-windrow composting, the fact that the compost mass is never 

disturbed after being formed into a pile means that the mix and ratio of waste feedstocks 
must be correct right from the start, a feature that prevents this approach from readily 
coping with fluctuations in waste composition. 

 
A finished product can typically be produced in 3-18 months. 
 
The capital costs can be lower than for windrow composting if no supplemental 

aeration is provided. The operating costs are relatively low. 
 
Aerated static pile composting is less common than windrow composting of SSO. It 

may have some potential for smaller communities. It is not typically used to process mixed 
wastes. 
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E.2. Reactor (In-vessel) Composting Technologies 

 
These encompass enclosed channel and tunnel/container systems. They are 

commonly referred to as “in-vessel” systems. Reactor systems tend to be available only 
from vendors of proprietary technologies. 

 
Common elements of Reactor Composting Technologies include: 
 

• some type of building(s) to house elements which may include: feedstock 
preparation (i.e. segregation, shredding/grinding, mixing), composting and curing; 

• composting takes place indoors or in fully sealed vessels; 
• residence times of organic waste varies from 3-28 days; 
• some level of automated data collection for temperature (e.g. thermocouples, 

programmable logic controller, desk-top computer) and in some cases other 
parameters such as oxygen, relative humidity etc.; 

• air handling system to force air through composting waste and remove off-gases for 
treatment; 

• treatment of off-gases typically occurs in a biofilter although other scrubbing 
methods are also sometimes used; and 

• after residence time has been completed composting material must be taken to a 
curing area for further processing. This curing area can be indoors or outdoors. 
 

Reactor systems are typically used for the primary composting of mixed wastes. The 
most common technology is the container/tunnel style. Specific technologies include a 
rotating drum which on a continuous flow basis facilitates composting and additional 
debagging (over and above pre-processing). Container systems also appear to be quite 
common. 

 

E.2.1. Enclosed Channel 
 
Channels are partially sealed vessels. Enclosed channel composting takes place in 

a horizontal silo like channel consisting of two long parallel concrete walls generally, 1-2 m 
in height, 3-5m in width and 30 m + long. A facility can have a number of channels. A 
variant of this type of composting is wide-bed composting, where the width of the channel 
is close to the width of a building. 

 
Each channel has a distinct input and output end and functions as a continuous flow 

system rather than a batch system. Material is placed in the input end by a piece of mobile 
equipment. Mixing of organic waste is provided with a specialized automated turner that 
typically straddles the concrete walled channels on rails or wheels. It starts its processing 
at the output end, discharging compost, and moves towards and completes its cycle at the 
input end of the channel. As the turner makes repeated passes down the channel over 
time, it gradually moves the mass of waste from the input end to the output end of the 
channel. Additional aeration is provided via a mechanical aeration system. A typical 
retention time is 7-28 days. 

 
These systems typically employ automated temperature gathering equipment (e.g. 
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thermocouples, programmable logic controller, desk-top computer). 
 
These systems typically include a mechanical off-gas removal system and odour 

abatement infrastructure (e.g. biofilter). 
 
The system is designed such that the primary composting process is largely 

completed by the time that the waste is discharged from the end of the channel. 
 
After discharge from the channel compost is cured in a separate area, often 

employing a windrow type technology. The length of curing time is a function of compost 
end-use. 

 
Channel composting systems are currently in operation, accepting a wide range of 

annual tonnage. Since wastes can only be added once (i.e. at input end) it is important to 
develop a good recipe. 

 
Although costs vary among different technologies, enclosed channel systems are 

generally less costly than container/tunnel systems. 
 
Channel composting systems have been used to compost SSO with a reasonable 

success level and in some cases mixed wastes. It may be a good solution for medium to 
large communities. 

 

E.2.2. Container/Tunnel 

 
Container/tunnel composting systems are fully sealed vessels in which the 

composting environment is tightly controlled and so should be able to process compost at 
the shortest amount of time possible. 

 
Container systems are mobile and resemble closed top roll-off containers. They are 

typically made from metal with the interior made from corrosion resistant metals. There are 
generally a number of containers at a facility. They are modular and additional containers 
can be added relatively easily. 

 
Tunnel systems are fixed in place, typically in a building. They are typically made 

from concrete or corrosion resistant metals. They in some cases originated and share 
features of composting tunnels used by the mushroom growing industry. There are 
generally a number of tunnels at a facility. They are modular and additional tunnels can be 
added relatively easily. 

 
A subset of tunnels include long, cylindrical, rotating drums often called digesters. 

Waste moves in a continuous flow fashion from an input to an output end. 
 
A combination of mobile equipment and other mechanisms (e.g. conveyors) are 

used to feed raw waste into the container/tunnel and remove uncured compost from the 
container/tunnel 

. 
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There is usually no mechanical agitation of material while it is in the container or 
tunnel. A few container/tunnel technologies operate in a continuous flow system as 
described above (e.g. digester). Agitation is provided through the rotating of a drum. Some 
other systems include an agitation step mid-way through the process. 

 
As there is often no or very little mechanical agitation, all systems feature a 

relatively sophisticated air handling system to inject air into the composting mass and 
remove composting off gases for treatment. Some systems have the ability to add 
supplemental moisture into the container or tunnel. 

 
These systems typically employ sophisticated automated temperature gathering 

equipment (e.g. thermocouples, programmable logic controller, desk-top computer). All 
systems will include a monitoring system for temperature and in some cases oxygen. 

 
Odours are more easily managed in these systems, since primary composting 

occurs in a sealed container or tunnel. These systems typically include a superior 
mechanical off-gas removal system. Exhaust air is removed from the container or tunnel 
and typically passes through a biofilter and/or other odour scrubbers. 

 
The typical residence time in a container or tunnel is from 3-28 days. At the end of 

the primary composting process, the container is disconnected from the air and monitoring 
systems, emptied, and then made available for another cycle. 

Compost is cured using either a windrow or aerated static pile system. The length of 
curing time is a function of compost end use. 

 
A finished product can be made in 2 - 6 months. 
 
One critical advantage is that all operations are totally enclosed, limiting contact 

with the organic material, thus minimizing occupational health and safety concerns. 
 
This tends to be the most capital-intensive of the approach available. A critical 

advantage of these systems is that they take up less space and may be viable where 
others are not. They also tend to be the most expensive system. 

 
Container/tunnel composting systems have been used to compost SSO and mixed 

wastes with a reasonable success level. It may be a good solution for medium to large 
communities. 
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F.  Buses 
Here, there is an explanation of the buses used in this project: they are the RS-232, 

the I2C and the SHT71 own protocol. 
 

F.1. I2C Bus 

The I2C bus is a standard that facilitates communication between microcontrollers, 
memories and other devices in embedded systems with some level of "intelligence " that 
reside on the same printed circuit board. It was designed by Philips and allows the 
exchange of information between many devices at an acceptable speed for about 100 
Kbits per second in Fast mode, although there are special cases in which the clock goes 
up to 3.4 MHz in High Speed mode. The methodology of data communication in serial and 
I2C bus is synchronous. 

The bus is based on three signals: 

• SDA (Data System) is the signal that transfers data. 
• SCL (System Clock) this is the signal that synchronize the system. 
• GND (Ground) interconnected all devices "hooked" on the bus. 

 

 

Figure 62; I
2
C bus devices example 

   
 

The SDA and SCL lines are bidirectional and polarized by a positive pull-up resistor, 
so that at idle state, signals remain at high level. The devices connected to I ² C bus can 
be master or slave. Each device has a unique address, until a maximum of 127 addresses 
available for the protocol. The master device initiates data transfer and also generates the 
clock signal, but it is not necessary that the master is always the same device; this feature 
can go there via the devices that have this capability. This feature makes the bus will be 
known as the I ² C multi-master bus. 

The I2C bus protocol supports collision detection, clock synchronization and hand-
shaking for multiple devices connected on the bus. In most systems which use 
microcontrollers, this is the master and the external devices are slaves. The maximum 
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number of units that can connect to an I2C bus is defined by the maximum capacity of the 
line; 400pF, and at the limit of 16k for the device, the capacity of a typical device is 10pF.  
 

This is the protocol within a master and a slave in an I2C communication. 

• The bus is free if SDA and SCL are high logical state. 
• When the bus is free, any device can handle the I2C bus as master. 
• The master starts communication by sending a pattern called start condition.  This 

pattern alerts other devices, so they wait for another transaction. 
• The master will select the device it wants to communicate with, sending a byte that 

contains seven bits (A7-A1) that comprise the address of the slave device with 
which to communicate, and the eighth bit (A0),  corresponding to the desired 
operation (R/WI) = 1 read (receive from the slave) = 0 write (send to the slave). 

• Each device compares the sent address with its own (hardware programmed) and 
configures itself to send or receive data depending on the R/W bit. 

• The slave responds by sending an ACK bit (acknowledge, confirmation of receipt) 
that tells the master device that the slave is able to communicate. 

• Then, begins the exchange of information between devices. 
• The master sends the address of the internal log device it wants to read or write. 
• The slave responds with another ACK bit. 
• Now the master can begin to read and write bytes of data. All bytes of data must 

consist of 8 bits. The maximum number of bytes that can be sent in a transmission 
is not restricted, being the slave who sets this amount according to their 
characteristics. 

• Each byte read/write operation by the master must be recognized with an ACK bit. 
• The 2 above steps are repeated until the communication is finished.  

Although the master always controls the state of the line clock, a slave who has low 
speed or has to stop data transfer while makes another function, can force the SCL 
line low level. This makes the master to remain in waiting state. During this state, 
the master does not transmit information, waiting for the slave to stay ready to 
continue the information transfer since where it was stopped. 

• When communication ends, the master transmits a "stop condition" to free the bus. 
• After the "stop condition" is mandatory for the bus to be idle for few microseconds.  
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F.2. RS-232 

RS-232 (Recommended Standard 232) is a standard for serial binary data signals 
connecting between a DTE (Data Terminal Equipment) and a DCE (Data Circuit-
terminating Equipment). It is commonly used in computer serial ports. 

The RS-232 bus has many signals, but only 3 will be used in this project, since no 
more are necessary because flow control is done by PC software. 

This bus is based on 3 signals: 

 Tx (transmission): This cable is the one where transmission flows between 
device A and B. 

 Rx (reception): This cable is the one where transmission flows between 
device B and A. 

 GND (ground): connects both devices and sets the “ground level” in both. 

 

One of the most relevant things about the RS-232 protocol is the logical, which are 
inverted logic and the voltages referring to logical levels: 

Voltage Logical Level 

+3 to +15 0 

-3 to –15 1 

                                                          Figure 63: Rs-232 logical levels 

PIC technologies use TTL levels in RS-232 ports (0V for “0” and +5V for “1”), there 
is a conversion interface needed, integrated in a MAX-232 device. This device will 
explained more in depth in the hardware chapter. 
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F.3. Communication protocol for SHT71 

The temperature and humidity sensor SHT71 has its own communication protocol. 
Since it is the first time I have worked with it and I found it really interesting I would like to 
explain it. SHT71 has 4 wires: Vcc, Gnd, Clock and Data lines. 

 Vcc: Is the wire that gives power to the sensor. 

 GND (ground): This wire connects the microprocessor and the senor and 
sets the “ground level” in the sensor. 

 Clock: This wire is the clock signal for SHT71. It synchronizes the 
communication between the controller and the sensor. This signal is only 
microcontroller-SHT71 way. 

 Data: This wire is bidirectional. This mean it is used to transfer data in and 
out of the sensor.  There must be a pull-up resistor to permit the 
transmission. This means the sensor uses no power to transmit. 

The protocol itself is not very different from the I2C protocol. It consists of a 
“Transmission Start” command, followed by the address of the device (000 fixed) and the 
command (measure temperature or humidity). Then, there is a time until the measure is 
done. When it is, it is read by the microcontroller. 

 

 

Figure 64: SHT71 communication protocol example 
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G.  Development tools 
G.1. Hardware 

G.1.1. EAGLE 

EAGLE is a CAD PC software conceived to design and build printed circuit boards 
(PCB). This development environment allows us to implement the circuit design from 
schematic to build the files required for manufacturing the circuit, or build it by hand, 
though isolating process. 

The process to design the PCB is really simple. First of all, the schematic must be 
drawn. Since EAGLE has a huge library of components, it is very easy to find the ones 
used for the project. Then it is imported to a virtual PCB, where the user orders the 
components and routes the connections, either by the autoroute function or manually. 
Then, the GERBER1 files or the photolytic sheets can be done easily. 

 

Figure 65: Screenshot of EAGLE schematic designer 

 

  

                                            
1 A Gerber File is a file format used by printed circuit board manufacturing machines to layout electrical connections such as traces, vias, 

and pads (the component "footprints" on the PCB). In addition, the file contains information for drilling, and milling the completed circuit board. 

These files are generated by PCB layout PC software, and are sent to manufacturing companies where they are uploaded to the applicable machines 

for each step of the PCB production process. 
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G.2. PC software 
G.2.1. CCS C compiler 

The CCS C Complier is a really useful and easy C code compilator. It has many 
features, as many libraries for many external devices, HEX2 files generation, access to 
specific C functions (as Analog/Digital conversion, USB and I2C bus management), 
tutorials and many programs ready to use. 

 

Figure 66: CCS C compiler screenshot 

 

  

                                            
2
 HEX files: Standard programmation and debugging files.  
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G.2.2. PICKIT 2 

PICKIT 2 is a .hex files downloader. It consists in a PC software to download the 
.hex files compiled (in this case, through the CCS compiler) to the PIC itself. Just load and 
send. The board is a compatible board with protocol of pickiit2, based on PIC18F2550. 

 

Figure 67: PICKIT 2 screenshot 

 

To download the program to the PIC, there is an auxiliary PCB. This PCB is 
connected to the computer through USB port, and to the main PCB through a 5-wire 
connection. This box will stay fixed in the controller box. 
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Figure 68: Programming PCB 
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G.2.3. LABVIEW 

Lab VIEW is a graphical programming environment to develop measurement, test, 
and control systems using intuitive graphical icons and wires that resemble a flowchart. It 
offers unrivalled integration with thousands of hardware devices and provides hundreds of 
built-in libraries for advanced analysis and data visualization. The LabVIEW platform is 
scalable across multiple targets and operating systems, and since its introduction in 1986 
has become an industry leader. 

Labview was chosen for this project because of its powerful visual interface. 

 

Figure 69: Labview Front Panel screenshot 

 

As seen in figure 61, variables can be shown through many different ways: LEDs, 
charts, meters… and introduced in many ways too: Knobs, switches, written, gauges… 

The programming is through visual blocks, joined by wires. 

The interfaces, added to the program itself, are known as Virtual Instruments (VI), 
because they simulate an instrument, visually and functionally. 

In this project, Labview is used to show and save the variables and to modify the 
composting parameters. 


